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Quantum Gates with “Hot” Trapped Ions
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We propose a scheme to perform a fundamental two-qubit gate between two trapped ions
ideas from atom interferometry. As opposed to the scheme considered by J. I. Cirac and P. Z
[Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 4091 (1995)], it does not require laser cooling to the motional ground st
[S0031-9007(98)06818-5]
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Quantum computation allows the development o
polynomial-time algorithms for computational problem
such as prime factoring, which have previously bee
viewed as intractable [1]. This has motivated studie
into the feasibility of actual implementation of quantum
computers in physical systems [2]. The task of designin
a quantum computation is equivalent to finding a physic
realization of quantum gates between a set of qubi
where a qubit refers to a two-level systemhj0l, j1lj. Any
operation can be decomposed into rotations on a sin
qubit and a fundamental two-bit gate [3], such as, fo
example, the one in which the second (target) qubit
flipped when the first (control) is inj0l, i.e.,

Ĉ12 : je1l je2l ! je1l js1 2 e1d © e2l se1,2  0, 1d ,
(1)

where© denotes addition mod 2. Achieving the condi
tions for quantum computation is extremely demandin
and only a few systems have been identified as possi
candidates to build small scale models in the lab [1,2,4,5
One of the most promising examples is a string of co
ions stored in a linear trap [4]. In this case qubits a
stored in long-lived internal atomic ground states. Sing
bit operations are accomplished by directing laser bea
to each of the ions; a fundamental gate is implemented
exciting the collective quantized motion of the ions with
lasers, where the exchange of phonons serves as a
bus to transfer quantum information between the qubi
In this scheme ground state cooling [6] is required
Otherwise, the phonons introduced during the gate w
be indistinguishable from those already existing at fini
temperature, leading to errors even forn * 1, wheren de-
notes the mean phonon number in the fundamental mo
While ground state cooling can be achieved for high tra
frequencies (of the order of several MHz [7]) new lase
cooling methods need to be developed for smaller tr
frequencies (of the order of 100 kHZ) where most of th
linear ion trap experiments operate. For those expe
ments, it would be of fundamental relevance to develo
methods to perform gates without the zero temperatu
requirement.

In this Letter we discuss the implementation of
fundamental two-bit gate between two ions in a linea
0031-9007y98y81(6)y1322(4)$15.00
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trap at finite temperature. Our proposal is fundamental
different to the one of Ref. [4]: Here [Fig. 1(a)], we
split the wave packet of the control ion (ion 1) into two
(fR

1 and f
L
1 ) that move along different directions (right

and left) depending on its internal state. The Coulom
interaction produces a splitting of the wave packet of th
target ion (ion 2) into two (fR

2 andf
L
2 ) correspondingly.

Then a laser is focused to the center of the wave pack
f

R
2 , producing a spin flip. Finally, the first ion is returned

to its original motional state giving rise to (1). The nove
concept behind the gate operation is the splitting of th
atomic wave packets in the same way as one does
atom interferometry [8,9] and then performing conditiona
dynamics with respect to the spatial location of the wav
packets. Under appropriate conditions the performan
of the gate is independent of the motional state of th
ions and therefore zero temperature is not required. O
the other hand, the scheme requires for the motion
the ions to be periodic. Since for an external harmon
trap the motion is not strictly periodic, this implies tha
an anharmonic trap has to be used. Linear ion traps c
be easily made anharmonic with the addition of extern
static fields or by changing the charge distribution of th
electrodes.

In order to analyze the scheme, we consider two ion
confined in a linear trap [10]. We will assume that th
motion of the ions is frozen with respect to they and z

FIG. 1. (a) Lasers and ions configuration in the trap (se
text). (b) Detailed configuration for the conditional laser beam
on ion 2. The dark (bright) fill denotes an excited (ground
internal state. The tilde above the wave packet indicates t
conditional spin flip in ion 2.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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axes. The Hamiltonian describing this situation is

H 
p2

1

2m
1

p2
2

2m
1 V sx1d 1 V sx2d 1

e2

4pe0jx2 2 x1j
,

(2)

where V denotes the external confining potential alon
the x axis, which we assume to be symmetricV sxd 
V s2xd. We denote byxe the separation of the ions at th
equilibrium position. Using the center-of-mass and th
relative coordinates,

xc  sx1 1 x2dy2, xr  x2 2 x1 2 xe , (3a)

pc  p1 1 p2, pr  sp2 2 p1dy2 , (3b)

and expanding around the equilibrium positionxc  xr 
0 up to second order, we obtainH  Hho 1 Vcor sxc, xr d,
where

Hho 
p2

c

2mc
1

p2
r

2mr
1

1
2

mcn2
cx2

c 1
1
2

mrn2
r x2

r , (4)

and Vcor denotes the third and higher-order correction
Heremc  2m, mr  my2, andnc,r are the correspond-
ing frequencies in the harmonic approximation

n2
c 

1
mc

≠2V
≠x2

c

Ç
eq

, n2
r  n2

c 1
e2

pe0mx3
e

. (5)

In the following we will assume that the trapping
potential is such thatnr and nc are commensurable, i.e.
the motion is strictly periodic with periodtg. In practice
this can be done by adding static external fields so t
the potentialV sxd becomes anharmonic. One can the
change the fields continuously until one reaches the po
where the frequencies are commensurable, which c
easily be measured. In that case, and providedV cor tg ø

1, whereV cor denotes the typical values of the correction

e2iHhotg  1 . (6)

In the following, and for the sake of simplicity, we will
assumenr  2nc.

We will denote byj0l and j1l the two internal states
of atoms which store the quantum information, and b
jCs0dl  jCintl ≠ jCmotl the initial state of the ions.
Although we have taken both pure internaljCintl and
motional statesjCmotl, our analysis is also valid for mixed
initial states. The gate is performed in three steps:

(i) State dependent kick on atom 1.—A short laser
pulse is applied to atom1 with a k vector pointing
along thex direction [11]. The laser intensity is chose
such that the internal state of the atom undergoes a fl
The motional state of the ions is also changed by th
laser beam. We write the Hamiltonian for the atom-las
interaction asHlas 

V

2 ss1
1 eikx1 1 s

2
1 e2ikx1d, whereV

is the Rabi frequency,s1  j1l k0j  ss2dy, and the
subscript denotes from now on which atom is address
The laser is applied for a timetlas  pyV ø tg (the so-
called strong-excitation regime, see [8] for details), so th
g

e
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the state after this interaction is

jC0s0dl  ss1
1 eikx1 1 s2

1 e2ikx1 d jCs0dl . (7)

According to this expression, if atom1 is in the statej0l
it will be transferred to the statej1l and undergo a photon
kick which will push it to the right. If it is initially inj1l
it will be transferred to the statej0l and undergo a photon
kick towards the left [see Fig. 1(a)]. Thus, dependin
on the internal state of the atom it will start moving in
different directions. Because of the Coulomb repulsion
atom 2 will also undergo a different motion depending
on the initial state of atom 1. That is, the motiona
state of the second atom will also split into two wave
packets,fR

2 andf
L
2 , moving in different directions (right

and left). One can easily calculate the evolution of th
distance between the center of these wave packets us
the harmonic Hamiltonian (4)

dstd  2x0h

∑
sinsnctd 2

1
2

sins2nctd
∏

, (8)

wherex0  1ys2mncd1y2 (h̄  1) is the ground state size
of a single ion with the center-of-mass mode frequenc
and h  kx0 the corresponding Lamb-Dicke parameter
The maximum distance is

D ; dst0d  3
p

3 x0hy2 , (9)

and is produced att0  2pys3ncd.
(ii) Conditional flip on atom 2.—After a time t0, a

laser beam is applied to atom 2, such that it does n
suffer a kick [12]. The laser is focused on the position
x  sxe 1 Ddy2, so that it overlaps only with the wave
packetfR

2 , that is, the one that arises if atom 1 was in
statej0l. Adjusting properly the interaction timet1 ø tg,
it induces a rotationj0l2 $ j1l2. The state after this laser
interaction will be

jCst0dl  fsx
2 e2iHhot0 s1

1 eikx1 1 e2iHhot0 s2
1 e2ikx1g

3 jCs0dl , (10)

wheres
x
2  s

1
2 1 s

2
2 . After this interaction, the atoms

continue their evolution with the free harmonic oscillato
Hamiltonian.

(iii) State dependent kick of atom 1.—After a time
tg 2 t0 a short laser pulse is applied to atom 1 with a
k vector pointing along thex direction as in the step (i)
for a time tlas  pyV. Assuming againtlas ø tg, we
can write the state after this interaction as

jCstgdl  ss1
1 eikx1 1 s2

1 e2ikx1de2iHhostg2t0djCst0dl .
(11)

Using (6) one can easily check that

jCstgdl  fs1
1 s2

1 1 s2
1 s1

1 sx
2 g jCs0dl , (12)

which coincides with the fundamental two-bit quantum
gate (1).

Under ideal conditions the above steps allow one t
perform a two-bit quantum gate. According to (12) the
1323
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operators acting on the motional state cancel out, a
therefore the gate can be carried out independent of
motional state, regardless of whether it is pure or mixe
In a real situation, there will be restrictions to accomplis
the gate with high fidelity. The main sources of error
will be related to (a) the finite size of the wave packe
and their small separations and (b) the nonharmon
corrections to the free Hamiltonian (4).

The finite size effects can cause several problem
during step (ii): (1)f

R,L
2 may overlap at timet0, which

will prevent us from addressing one of them alone wit
the laser beam; (2) even if the wave packets do n
overlap, it will be hard (if not impossible) to focus
a laser beam to such small distances; (3) due to t
spatial profile of the laser beam different positions withi
the wave packet will see different laser intensities. O
the other hand, if the wave packets separate from ea
other considerably, since this seems to be one w
to avoid some of the above-mentioned problems, t
anharmonic terms due toVcor may become important.
In the following, we will address all of these questions
find the conditions under which these problems can
overcome, and present numerical simulations showing t
performance of the scheme in realistic setups.

Let us consider first the problems related to the fini
size of the atomic wave packets and their small sepa
tions in step (ii). We denote byD the size of the wave
packets corresponding to atom 2 at timet0 and byd their
separation (8) [Fig. 1(b)]. In order to overcome prob
lem (1) it is requiredD ¿ D. The laser profile is char-
acterized by the position dependent Rabi frequencyVsxd
which takes on a maximum valueV0 and has a width
W . In present experiments, due to the impossibility o
focusing laser beams over small distances, this width
expected to be much larger than the separation. Thus,

W ¿ D ¿ D . (13)

Consequently, the laser beam will affect both wav
packetsf

R,L
2 , which causes problem (2). The solution to

this problem is to select the laser parameters so thatf
R,L
2

feel different Rabi frequencies,VR,L, fulfilling

VR

2
t1  s2N 1 1y2dp,

VL

2
t1  2Np , (14)

with N integer, the number of complete Rabi cycles. O
the other hand, we have to make sure that the whole wa
packet sees basically the same Rabi frequency, so t
no information of the internal state is imprinted in the
motional state; i.e., we have to overcome problem (3
According to (13) this requires that

dVsxd
dx

Ç
xx

R,L
2

D ø 1 , (15)
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where x  x
R,L
2 is the position of the center of the

wave packets of atom 2 when interacting with the
laser. In order to illustrate the above conditions, let u
consider that the ions are initially in a thermal state
characterized bync, the mean phonon number in the
center-of-mass mode, and bynr  n2

cys2nc 1 1d, the
one in the relative motion. For the laser profile we
take a GaussianVsxd  V0 expf2sx 2 ld2ys2W2dg. We
choose the equilibrium point of atom2 to coincide with
the steepest point of the laser profile, i.e.,l  xey2 1

W . The condition (13) can now be expressed asW ¿

3
p

3 x0hy2 ¿
p

nc 1 nry2 1 3y4 x0 taking into account
(9). According to the first inequality, we can expand the
Gaussian profileVsxd aroundx  xey2 up to first order.
Imposing now the second condition (14) we obtain

Vsxey2d
2

t1  s2N 1 1y4dp , (16)

and W  s4N 1 1y2dD. Having this in mind, the first
condition (13) can be restated as

4N ¿ 1, h ¿
p

4nc 1 2nr 1 3ys3
p

3d . (17)

With this, condition (15) is automatically fulfilled. In
summary, the laser parameters have to be chosen follo
ing the conditions (16) and (17).

In order to illustrate to what degree the conditions
derived above have to be fulfilled, we have performe
some numerical calculations. We have considered
an example the potentialV sxd  Kjxj5y3, which ensures
that nr  2nc. We emphasize that any potential [for
example, of the formV sxd  ax2 1 bx4 [13] ] which
produces commensurable frequencies will give the sam
result [14]. We have constructed the evolution accord
ing to the harmonic approximation, and calculated the av
eraged fidelityF and purityP (Ref. [15]) for different
temperatures, i.e., the mean center-of-mass phonon nu
ber nc, and values ofh. These quantities characterize
the performance of the gate, and the degree of decoh
ence, respectively. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) one can clear
see that to obtain a good fidelity for high temperature
(nc) one has to increaseh [see Eq. (17)]. We empha-
size that if in a given experimenth is not large enough,
one can simply apply a sequence ofp pulses, from the
left and right alternatively, to increase the effective dis
placement of the wave packets [16]. For example, th
S1y2 ! D5y2 transition of Ca1 hash ø 0.45, for a trap
frequencync  2p 3 50 kHz. In order to obtain an ef-
fective value ofh  7 one should apply a sequence of
the order of 15 pulses. On the other hand, the maximu
separationD ø 5 mm. Note that this corresponds to typi-
cal separation distances in atom interferometry [9].

We consider now the second source of errors, namel
the effects of the anharmonic termVcor that we have
neglected so far. In order to single out these effects, w
will assume that the action of the laser beam in step (ii) i
ideal. In that case, the errors caused by anharmonicities a
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FIG. 2. (a) Fidelity and (b) purity as a function of the mean
phonon number of the center-of-mass mode. (c) Fidelity wit
respect to the anharmonicities as a function of the mean phon
number of the center-of-mass mode. The values of the Lam
Dicke parameter are indicated. The rest of the paramete
correspond to those of the Ca1 ion.

independent of the internal dynamics, which simplifies th
analysis. The fidelity of the gate will be then simply given
by the overlapFcor  jkCstgd jCs0dlj2. As it should be,
if we set Vcor  0 we will have Fcor  1 according to
(6). Using time-dependent perturbation theory we fin
Fcor  1 2 sDṼ d2, where

Ṽ 
Z tg

0
dteiHhotVcore

2iHhot , (18)

and sDṼ d2  kCs0djṼ 2jCs0dl 2 kCs0djṼ jCs0dl2. This
fidelity can be evaluated analytically for an initial therma
state. In Fig. 2(c) we have plottedFcor as a function ofh
andnc. Comparing with Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we see tha
the errors produced by anharmonicities can be neglec
with respect to the ones due to the finite size effects of t
wave packets, at least for the values represented in th
plots. For larger values ofh, however, the anharmonicity
must be taken into account.

We have not considered the effects of decoheren
during the gate operations. The fundamental limit
however, will allow one to perform many gate operation
during the decoherence time [10,17].

In summary, we have shown how to implement two-b
quantum gates between two ions in a linear trap at nonze
temperature. The scheme can be easily generalized to
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case of three ions. Further scaling up is not easy sin
one should tune the trap potentials so that the different fr
quencies involved become commensurable. We expect
present proposal to be of interest in application of quan
tum logic with two and three qubits, e.g., fundamental ex
periments involving particle entanglement, error correctio
schemes [1], and quantum communication [18,19].
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